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This authoritative guide to published works in African studies has been published annually
since 1985. The Africa Bibliography includes a wide range of material: books, articles in
journals, pamphlets, etc., covering the whole of Africa. It lists works published in a
number of languages, such as Portuguese, French and German, as well as English;
categorises by region, country and subject; and includes an author index and a detailed
thematic index. The Africa Bibliography records publications on Africa of interest to
students of Africa, principally in the social and environmental sciences, humanities and
arts; though some items from the medical, biological and natural sciences, likely to be of
interest to a reader from a social science/arts background, are included. This annual
publication records the previous year's work in its field, with provision for retrospective
inclusion of earlier items. It is prepared in association with the International African
Institute's journal Africa.

The Foreword is by Sarah Heery who worked as a librarian in Ethiopia in 200? and is now
a freelance Librarian/Information Consultant.

AFRICA
Journal of the International African Institute

The premier journal devoted to the study of African societies and culture. Editorial policy
encourages an interdisciplinary approach, involving the social sciences, history, the
environment and life sciences, and aims to give increased attention to historical trends,
issues of development and links between local and national levels of society. At the same
time the journal maintains its commitment to the theoretically informed analysis of the
realities of Africa and to the understanding of Africa's own cultural categories. Africa
appears quarterly; each number contains four or five major articles, extensive review
essays and substantial book reviews. Special issues are frequent. Send to the publisher or
the Institute for a leaflet giving further details.
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